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Abstract 
 
The impacts of customer behaviors on the blocking probabilities and the performance 
measures in wireless networks were studied. Customer behavior information was 
acquired from a data warehouse and served as input vectors for an analytical model to 
calculate desired unknowns (information). In order to assure the information we 
provided for our network operators was accurate and reliable, the Monte Carlo 
simulator was implemented to mimic real world situations. In analytical modeling, 
the distribution function in the inter-arrival time was assumed to be exponential decay 
without any proof.  By using data warehouse, we constructed frequency histograms 
for the inter-arrival process and found that the inter-arrival time obeys the Erlang 
distribution functions with a shape factor of 1.3.  Variations of the predictions from 
our simulator with a wide range of shape factors were examined. We found that 
deviations in predictions from both models differ significantly and were not 
negligible. Results indicated that shape factors of the Erlang distributions for inter-
arrival time (both inter-service and inter-retrial times) have strong (weak) impacts on 
the predictions. 
 
Keywords: Monte Carlo Simulation, Block Probability, Wireless Networks, 

Modeling, Simulation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
    Recent advents in technologies such as code division multiple access (CDMA), 
long wavelength lasers, and infrared fiber optics have made it possible for the 
communications and computer industry to develop digital cellular systems, to provide 
personal communications services (PCS), and to build wireless information 
superhighway in the near future. For the present, the popularity of using wireless 
voice and data services in advanced cellular mobile communications networks is 
continuing to experience a rapid growth and competition is getting keener among 
communications networks providers. Thus, the profits in these emerging services may 
only go to those network providers who are capable of offering better quality of 
services (QoS) to customers. To improve QoS and gain the market shares, network 
providers need to acquire the most advanced technologies and deploy the most 
efficient business processes. Moreover, they must have a good understanding of their 
customers’ needs and their usage behaviors in order to decide the most effective 
market strategies. As a result, one of the decision support systems has been 
implemented and demonstrated at GTE Laboratories by Tan, et al [10]-[11] with data 
warehousing technology to mine for the rich traffic and usage data that are collected 
daily from switches and billing systems to facilitate data analysis.  This data 
warehouse, which consists of a subject-oriented, non-volatile, and time-variant 
collection of data, provides accurate and timely information that reflects various 
snapshots of the competitive markets in the cellular networks business. With this 
first-hand data available in a data warehouse, various marketing, planning and 
operational analyses can be conducted for decision making in many real world 
situations. In this paper, we employ traffic loads of wireless networks and usage 
profiles of customers as input parameters to conduct simulation-based wireless user 
behavior study. 
    To understand a brief description of wireless user behavior, a typical network 
consists of a number of base stations (BS) is first considered. Each station is 
responsible for covering a geographical service area called a cell. A cellular phone 
communicates with BS via a radio channel. All BS are linked to a mobile switching 
center (MSC) which serves as a connection point to the public switched telephone 
networks (PSTN). Within a cell, the number of channels is limited by the available 
bandwidth. Thus, the number of simultaneous mobile calls which can be handled by a 
BS is limited. When a call attempt arrives at a BS which has no free channels, the call 
is blocked. When traffic congestion occurs at peak busy hours (PBH), the grade of 
service is poor. System administrators and engineers must immediately react to ease 
the situation. If a customer fails to connect a call because of busy channels, he or she 
might redial once or several times before abandoning the call. Since each dial might 
trigger a complex sequence of activities among mobile equipment, (i.e., BS, MSC  
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and PSTN), it is important for mobile operators to understand the so-called customer 
redial phenomenon, because it has become a deciding factor for traffic loads. When a 
large population of customers redial their phones due to a traffic jam, a snowball 
effect of call arrival processes may happen and crash the entire network. Another 
interesting factor that influences traffic load is handoff effects. A handoff occurs 
when a cellular phone moves from one cell to another. The current ongoing call has 
to be handed over between BS. Since the handoff calls are in progress, they receive 
higher priority for resource allocation because these customers have the privilege to 
complete their calls. Network operators have to prevent blocking a handoff call 
because a blocking may seriously degrade QoS to customers. Therefore, an 
appropriate model describing the effects (retrial and hand-off) of customer behaviors 
in networks is not only crucial to all network providers but also is interesting to 
network traffic researchers. In modeling applications, all input vectors can be 
obtained from a data warehouse, as mentioned earlier, while all desired output vectors 
can be viewed by decision-makers with browsers through intranet or internet. 
    Numerous studies on repeated dial attempts by customers [1]-[3], [5], [13] have 
already existed in the literature. Regardless of whether or not they take into account 
the effects of hand-off calls, these studies are based on either Markov processes or 
birth-death (BD) processes.  In both processes, it is difficult to find explicit 
expressions or close forms for performance measures in terms of input parameters 
without using any approximations.  By describing the retrial phenomenon in networks 
with a two dimensional (2D) Markovian state transition diagram recently, Tran-Gia 
and Mandjes proposed a recursive analysis algorithm [12] to solve the problem while 
Stepanov proposed an asymptotic power expansion method [9] to obtain analytical 
formulas. Inspired by reference [8], Servi of GTE Laboratories developed a class of 
algorithms [4] that efficiently computed the steady-state solution of multi-
dimensional birth-death equations. The algorithms are particularly tailored based on 
scenarios in wireless networks. One such scenario concerns a cell site which reserves 
channels to handle redial and handoff effects. Although this particular problem had 
been studied thoroughly by Tran-Gia and Mandjes [9], Servi tackled the same 
problem with an entirely different numerical scheme [4]. Usually, in Markovian 
processes, researchers need to assume that various time-related parameters (e.g., 
inter-arrival, inter-service and inter-retrial times) obey negative exponential 
distribution functions for random variables with constant averages. Unfortunately, 
these assumptions do not reflect the real world since most time-sequences in real 
world events may not be negative exponential distributions. Therefore, some 
conclusions deduced from Markovian processes need to be justified by some other 
means. By taking advantage of the fast algorithm, the authors adopted Servi’s method 
to compute blocking probabilities together with several performance measures and 
reported in reference [10] as an example of data warehouse applications. We also 
provided this crucial information to decision-makers to assist them in analyzing the  
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traffic loads of the networks. However, we do not have any experimental evidence to 
justify the accuracy of the information that we provide. Therefore, we desperately 
need a mean to generate some experimental evidences to confirm and to assure the 
accuracy of the information. It is the intention of this study to search experimental 
evidences in support of the information inferred from our analytical model. 
     One of the most widely used techniques to simulate a real world system is the 
Monte Carlo method as far as the authors’ best knowledge. The advantage of using a 
simulation model is that assumptions made in the analytical model can be easily 
relaxed. However, the price to pay is the extensive computing time. A great deal of 
discussions and examples on the Monte Carlo method can be found in literature [7].   
    The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of customer retrial and 
hand-off phenomena with reserve channels in wireless networks. On the one hand, we 
use the Monte Carlo Simulation to tackle the problem and the obtained results can be 
considered as a set of the experimental data. On the other hand, we solve two-
dimensional birth-death equations using Servi’s algorithmic approach [4], as 
mentioned earlier, to serve as an analytical model. We draw a comparison between 
the consistencies and discrepancies of both model. We also investigate and discuss 
influences on the statistics quantities by using Erlang distributions for inter-arrival, 
inter-retrial and inter-service processes to reflect user behaviors.  
    In this paper, customer behaviors in retry cellular problem and hand-off effects 
with reserve channels is first described in section 2. Next we formulate two-
dimensional birth-death state processes for the analytical model and lay out the 
Monte Carlo method. Then we discuss performance criteria, such as the blocking 
probabilities, the queue length, the waiting time, and various important parameters 
are discussed. In Section 3, data extracted from a data warehouse are analyzed in 
anticipation of the numerical calculations. These data include new calls, hand-off 
calls, retrial calls and service rates per hour in a day, together with inter-arrival time. 
Consequently, numerical results and implications will be reported and discussed in 
detail in Section 4. 
 
 
2.  CUSTOMER BEHAVIORS IN WIRELESS NETWORKS 

   
  All cells are considered in a wireless system, which provides a total of (N+R) 
channels where N-channels are regular channels and R-channels are reserve channels. 
These channels are used for both the new (or fresh) calls and the hand-off calls but R-
channels are used for the hand-off calls only, as indicated in the traffic flow diagram 
of Fig.1.  Here, λ stands for traffic flow, i.e. λ calls per unit time, with sub-indices h, n 
and r to denote the hand-off calls, the new calls, and the retrial calls, respectively. λxY  
are traffic loads where  x stands for h, n, or r and Y stands for different traffic flows 
corresponding to situations that  the blocked calls (B) are abandoned with Y=B; that  
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the calls are successful (S) with Y=S; or that the calls are unsuccessful (U) but the 
customers attempt to redial with Y=U. Here, we see that the system has a total 
incoming traffic flow of λn+λh. Note that when a fresh call (λn) is blocked after the 
first attempt, the customer may either abandon the call and leave the system (λnB) or 
try the call again (λnU) with a redial probability p. In the retry pool, customers redial at 
least once and may (1) have successful calls (λrS); (2) abandon the call if blocked 
(λrB); or (3) redial the calls with a hazard rate of η(=λrU) if a user is not tired or 
discouraged and attempts to redial again. Service rate μ is the sum of all successful 
calls per unit time (i.e. μ=λnS+λhS+λrS). Conservation of traffic flow requires λn=λnB 

+λnU +λnS and λh=λhB+λhS. We assume that a blocked hand-off call does not redial and 
that a hand-off call is always admitted if a free channel is available whereas a new call 
is admitted if N-1 or fewer channels are busy and is not admitted if N or more 
channels are busy. The maximum number of redials is m. Note that here we classify 
all blocked calls as served calls with zero service time. 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Traffic Flow 
 
 
2.1 Analytical Model: Two-dimensional Birth-Death State processes 
 
    Here, we employ notations introduced by Keilson, Sumita and Zachmann [6]. We 
define the steady state ergodic probability of the column vector of being in state  
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(j,0),(j,1)…(j,n) as ej  = Tr(ej0 ,ej1 , …, ejn) where Tr(x) denotes the transpose of a 
matrix x. We let the infinitesimal generator for the probability flow from (j,i) to (j-1,k) 
be [νj

-]i,k , from (j,i) to (j+1,k) be [νj
+]i,k , from (j,i) to (j,k) be [νj

0]i,k if i≠k and the total 
probability flow out of (j,i) be  
-[νj

0]i,i = Σk  ( [νj
+]i,k + χ {i≠k} [νj

0]i,k +  [νj
-]i,k ) so that 

                              ( νj
+ + νj

0 + νj
- )1 = 0                                                                (1)  

where χ {i≠k} is 1 (0) if i≠k (i=k); 1 and 0 are column vectors 1 = Tr(1,1,…1) and 0 = 
Tr(0,0…0), respectively. Two-dimensional Birth-Death processes all have steady 
solution satisfying  
χ {j≠0} Tr(ej-1) νj-1

+  + Tr(ej) νj
0 + χ {j≠m} Tr(ej+1) νj+1

- = Tr(0)       j=0,1,2,…,m    (2) 
where all ej are normalized.  The balance equation at (j,i) state describing the retry 
cellular problem with reserve channels can be put in the form of  Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) 
where νj

+, νj
0 and νj

- are listed as follows: 
For j=0,1,2,…,m 
 

Fig.2 shows the state transition diagram of the two-dimensional birth-death processes 
as described by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with νj

+ , νj
0, and νj

-.  By taking advantage of 
the special structure of this linear matrix equation which can be recursively 
tridiagonalized as proposed in reference [4], we implement this algorithm to obtain the 
ergodic behavior of the birth-death processes. The numerical results are discussed 
later. 
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Fig. 2.  State Transition Diagram 

 
 
2.2 Simulation Model: The Monte Carlo Method     
    Basic events for customer retrial phenomenon as shown in Fig.1 are: Event 1, “a 
new call ”; Event 2, “redial”; and Event 3, “served”. Event 1 represents a user that 
attempts to connect to the system with a time delay t(a), namely, an inter-arrival time 
whose average is ta (=1/ (λn+λh)). The argument ‘a’ in t(a) and the sub-index ‘a’ in ta 
are used to indicate an arrival process. This user may be making a new call or 
requesting a hand-off call. Event 2 represents a rejected user that tries one or many 
times to connect to the system with a retrial time delay t(r), namely, an inter-retrial 
time whose average is tr (=η). The argument ‘r’ in t(r) and the sub-index ‘r’ in tr are 
used to indicate a retry process.  Event 3 represents a user (fresh or hand-off) that 
completes a call with a service time delay t(s), namely, an inter-service time whose  
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average is ts (μ=λnS+λhS+λrS). The argument ‘s’ in t(s) and the sub-index ‘s’ in ts are 
used to indicate a service process.  
    The procedure of the Monte Carlo simulation consists of two phases. First, it is 
necessary to generate random variates from a uniform distribution on (0,1) and then, 
using these, random variates (t(a), t(r) and t(s)) can be generated from any desired 
probability distribution. Let u be a random variable uniformly distributed over the 
unit interval (0≤ u ≤1) and t’ is a random variable with distribution function f(t’). If 
f(t’)=u is given, then   
 
                                t’ = f –1(u)                                                                    (4) 
 
where f –1 is an inverse function of f.  
 
    In our simulation model, the three driving events together with conditional links, as 
shown in Fig.1, are replicated for n days (t < n days). Here n is an integer. Note that 
each event may need several counters to track all possible changes. At t=0, all 
relevant counters are set to zero because at the beginning of a simulation the system 
is empty. By the end of a day t=T where T is 24 hours, all records in counters are 
stored for later applications and are used as initial conditions for the next day’s 
simulation. By recording appropriate statistics, we are able to estimate blocking 
probability as well as the performance measures of the system with reasonable 
accuracy.  
 
 
2.3 Performance Measures 
 
    For convenience in later discussions, symbols of typical performance measures are 
listed as following 
px : the blocking probability of x=n (new) or x=h (hand-off) or x=r (redial) calls, 
pn1 : the probability of new calls being served, 
QL : the queue length of new calls, 
SC : total number of Successful new Calls, 
NS : the number of attempts of each Successful new call, 
WT : the waiting time of a successful new call. 
 
 
The relationships between these symbols and traffic flows (λx and λxY) as depicted in 
Fig.1, the steady state ergodic probability (eji), as discussed in the analytical model in 
section 2.1, are defined as follows. 
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3. DATA RETRIEVED FROM A DATA WAREHOUSE   
 
    In this section, we discuss data retrieved from a wireless data warehouse. These 
first-hand information, including time variations of rates in a day, inter-arrival, inter-
service and inter-retrial times, are important for our analyses and simulations. 
 
3.1 Time Variations of Rates in a Day 

In order to acquire reliable input data for both the analytical and the simulation 
models as discussed in Section 2, we investigate, filter and sort data from our data 
warehouse.  Cellular phone usage of customers may vary from cell to cell and from 
time to time. 

Traffic loads of a highway cell may differ from that of a metropolitan cell.  Even in 
the same cell, traffic loads may vary tremendously in the weekday and in the 
weekend as show in Fig.3. 

To avoid large fluctuations in traffic loads, we collect weekday data by hour for a 
month (i.e. 25 weekdays) with total number of channels (N+R) of 44 in a cell.  After 
averaging over 25 weekdays, the results of arrival and hand-off rates (per hour) are 
shown in Fig.3(a) while the result of service rates (per hour) is shown in Fig.3(b), 
respectively, as a function of hours in a day.  Here, we see that total arrival rate (i.e. a  
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sum of a new call rate and a hand-off rate) possesses three peak busy hours (PBH) 
located around 9 am, 3 pm and 6 pm, respectively.  In this particular cell, the busiest 
hour is around 3 pm and the averaged arrival rate, hand-off rate and service rate 
within this particular PBH are λn=17.89 (1/min), λh=4.65 (1/min) and λS=0.74 
(1/min), respectively.  The average arrival rate, hand-off rate and service rate over 24 
hours are λn=10.33 (1/min), λh=2.79 (1/min) and λS=0.64 (1/min), respectively. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3 Data obtained from a data warehouse for traffic loads in a day.  (a) λn is 
averaged arrival rate for new (fresh) calls while λh is averaged arrival rate for 
hand-off calls.  (b) λs is averaged service rate for all calls. 

 
3.2 Inter-Arrival Time, Inter-Service Time and Inter-Retrial Time 
    In order to simulate numerically the logical layout of the traffic flow as shown in 
Fig.1, we need to know the distributions of inter-arrival time, inter-service time and 
inter-retrial time, respectively.  Among these three processes, an arrival process has 
the strongest influences on the performance measures and therefore we discuss this 
process first. 
    We collect the start time of each phone call within a PBH recorded in switches 
from our data warehouse to construct frequency histograms. Normalized frequency 
histograms for an inter-arrival time at 3 pm (from 14:30:00 to 15:30:00) and 6 pm 
(from 17:30:00 to 18:30:00) are shown in Fig.4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Both 
figures show that the inter-arrival distribution function has a sharp peak and is 
skewed to the left. Here, we clearly demonstrate that the inter-arrival time distribution 
is not in a form of a negative exponential distribution as proposed in the analytical 
model (see section 2.1). In order to determine the line shapes of the collected data, a 
discussion of Erlang distribution is to follow. 
    An (a) Erlang (Gamma) distribution of a continuous random variable T in time, 
with two parameters α and β, is given by 
                        f(t) =   [t α-1 e –t/β] / [βα Γ(α)]         0 ≤ t  ≤ ∞ , α ≥ 1                 (6)                                 
where Γ(α)  is the complete gamma function. Here, β is a time scale of t. Here, t can 
be an inter-arrival time (ta), an inter-service time (ts) or an inter-retrial time (tr). Note  
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that when α equals to 1, Γ(1)=1, then f(t) is a negative exponential function and when 
α > 1, f(t) is localized with a single peak in t. The expectation value and the variance 
of a random variable T are given by E(T)=αβ and Var(T)=αβ2.  
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 4 Relative frequency histograms for inter-arrival time in an hour period (a) at 3 

PM and (b) at 6 PM, respectively.  Data with solid diamond dots are collected 
from data warehouse.  Solid line curves are obtained by numerical fitting to 
the Erlang distribution function with (a) α=1.3, β=2.05 (sec) and (b) α=1.3, 
β=2.22 (sec). 

 
    Data from our data warehouse indicate that E(T) (=1/(λn+λh)) at 3 PM (6 PM) over 
an hour period is given by 2.66 sec. (2.88 sec.) for an arrival process as shown in 
Fig.3(a).  If α is a given value, then β can be calculated by E(T)/α and Var(T) is 
determined to be αβ2. The line shapes of data presented in Fig.4 are found to be 
Erlang distributions with (a) α=1.3, β= 2.05 (sec) and (b) α=1.3, β=2.22 (sec), 
respectively. Since α is not equal to 1, evidently the line shape of an inter-arrival time 
distribution is not a negative exponential function. 
     Now, we discuss the line shapes of inter-service and inter-retrial time 
distributions. 
(1) It is well known that the line shapes of the inter-service time distributions have 

weak influences on the performance measures as demonstrated in reference [7]. 
(2) The line shapes of the inter-retrial time distributions are not known because the 

human behaviors are unpredictable. 
In view of these arguments and without loss of generality, we treat both inter-service 
and inter-retrial processes as Erlang distributions with appropriate parameters α and β 
in our Monte Carlo simulator. As to the effects of the variation of α for inter-arrival, 
inter-service and inter-retrial processes on the performance measures, as listed will be 
discussed in section 4. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
4.1 Tests of convergence of the Monte Carlo Method 
    In the analytical model (see Section 2.1), there is an implicit assumption that 
requires an inter-process time in the distribution functions to span from 0 to ∞. 
However, in the Monte Carlo method, we simulate a system on daily basis and 
replicate the processes many times to mimic the real world situations. In order to 
compare the results obtained from two models, we treat n as a variable for n days and 
set all probability distributions in time to be negative exponential in our simulator 
(α=1 and β=E(T)=1/λx with x = a, r or s) to mimic all assumptions for the analytical 
model. For total arrival rate λa, we have 1/ λa =1/ (λn + λh). The input parameters are 
N=35, R=1, 1/λn=0.056 (min), 1/λh=0.22 (min), 1/λr=0.1 (min), 1/λs= 1.2 (min) and a 
redial probability of p=0.95 at the busiest PBH. In Fig.5, pn is calculated to be 
0.05358 from the analytical model as indicated by a horizontal line. From simulator, 
pn is evaluated and the result shows oscillations around a horizontal line and 
converges to a value of 0.53 81, as n increases to a value of 100 (days).  
 

 
Fig.5 Convergence of blocking probabilities as a function of n days for the case of 

new calls. 
 
 
4.2 Agreements between Analytical Model and Monte Carlo Method 
    In order to examine the degree of consistency of predictions between the analytical 
model and the Monte Carlo method, we set n to be 30 for a month and keep the rest 
of the parameters the same as before at the busiest PBH. Recall that at the busiest 
PBH, we have: R=1, 1/λn=0.056 (min), 1/λh=0.22 (min), 1/λr=0.1 (min), 1/λs= 1.2 
(min), p=0.95, α=1 and β=E(T)=1/λx with x = a, r or s. We investigate the variations 
of the performance measures (SC (1/min), QL (1/min) and SC (dimensionless)) as 
listed in Eq.(5) with the regular channels (N). Predictions from the analytical model 
are plotted in solid curves while predications from our simulators are plotted in dot  
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curves, as indicated in Fig.6. Here, we see that when N increases, QL and NS 
decrease but SC increases, as expected.  It is interesting to notice that because 
d(QL)/dN decreases as N increases, adding one or more channels to relieve the traffic 
jam can be more efficient in the case of smaller N than in the case of larger N. 
Evidently, both models do generate almost identical results with deviations of less 
than 1% if n is set to be 30.  Agreements between both models are excellent.  
    We realize that the reason why both models yield excellent agreements is simply 
because we set α=1 in our simulator to mimic the analytical model. In the real world 
problems, α is larger than 1 as pointed out in Section 3.2 and, as a matter of fact, α is 
1.3 as shown in Fig.3. Deviations of the blocking probabilities and the performance 
measures from α=1 to α=1.3 are the main topics of the next sub-section. 

 
Fig.6 Demonstrations of the consistencies of various performance measures (SC 

(1/min), QL (1/min) and NS (dimensionless)) between the analytical model 
(solid curves) and the simulation model (dot curves). 

  
4.3 Monte Carlo Method with Erlang Distributions 
    Variations of the blocking probabilities and the performance measures (X) with the 
shape factor α of the Erlang distributions are investigated to explore the influences of 
α on X.  For simplicity, we re-calculate all quantities as discussed in Section 4.2 by  
replacing α=1 to α=1.3 and increasing n from 30 to 90 (for accuracy purpose) but 
keep the rest of the parameters unchanged. A deviation ΔX of a quantity X from its 
theoretical value Xth to its experimental value Xexp is defined as ΔX = 1- (Xexp / Xth ). 
Deviations ΔX versus N regular channels are shown in Fig.7, for the cases of X being 
blocking probabilities. In the case of new calls with N=30 and R=1, (pn)exp is 
evaluated to be 0.2107 from the simulator while (pn)th is evaluated to be 0.2261 from 
the analytical model. Thus, ΔX with X= pn is calculated to be 7%. For the case of 
handoff calls, X= ph, (ph)exp is evaluated to be 0.0286 from the simulator while (pn)th 

is evaluated to be 0.0338 from the analytical model. Thus, ΔX with X=ph is calculated 
to be 15%. When N increases, ΔX with X=pn or ph increases. Note that when N is 
large, the magnitudes of pX themselves are small, therefore, deviations become large.   
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As shown in Fig.7, although various X’s may reflect different degrees of deviations, 
the magnitudes of deviations ΔX , in general speaking, are too large to be acceptable 
or tolerable in networks applications. By providing any piece of information of Xth, 
which are evaluated from the analytical model, for our network decision-makers may 
lead them to make wrong judgements. Therefore, we strongly recommend that in the 
analytical model [4], the distribution functions for the inter-arrival process become 
the Erlang distributions (or may be binominal distributions), instead of the negative 
exponential functions.  
 

 
Fig.7 Deviations of probabilities (pn, ph and pr) from α=1 to α=1.3 as a function of N.  
 
    To explore more information on variations of quantities X with α, we set the 
distribution functions of time variates, ta, tr, and ts in our simulator to be Erlang with 
shape factors αa, αr and αs for inter-arrival, inter-retrial and inter-service, 
respectively. In the meantime a wireless cell is considerated at the busiest PBH with 
N=33,R=1 and n=90.  We examine variations of X’s as shape factors αa , αr  and αs 
vary from 1 to 10. There are three curves shown in Fig.8:  
(1) curves with solid diamonds by varying αa from 1 to 10 and keeping αr =1 and 

αs=1,  
(2) curves with solid squares by varying αs from 1 to 10 and keeping αa=1 and αr=1,  
(3) curves with solid triangles by varying of αr from 1 to 10 and keeping αa =1 and 
αs=1.   
Fig.8 shows variations of queue length (QL) with α. We have known that pn 

decreases as αa departs from 1 with αr =1 and αs=1 (see Fig.7). Thus, if αa increases, 
curves with diamonds indicate that the total number of queue customers per uint time 
(QL) decreases because traffic loads become lighter in this cell. Here, we observe that 
QL changes rapidly as αa increases from 1 to 4 or so, and then decrease mildly to 
level off as αa increases from 4 to 10. All blocking probabilities and other measures 
as functions of α’s behave similar to those shown in Fig.8. Therefore, we conclude 
that the influence of shape factor αa of the Erlang distributions on the blocking 
probabilities and the performance measures are strong and can not be neglected. It is  
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interesting to notice that when αa is 1, even if we vary αr or αs from 1 to 10 (see 
curves with squares or triangles), QL changes mildly. In other words, shape factors of 
the Erlang distributions for both inter-service and inter-retrial times have weak effects 
on the magnitudes of the blocking probabilities and the performance measures. This 
conclusion agrees with the two arguments stated in section 3.2. 

 
Fig. 8 Variations of queue length with α at busiest PBH.  Curves with solid diamonds 

(1≤αa≤10, αr =1, αs =1), curves with solid squares (1≤αs≤10, αr =1, αa =1) 
and curves with solid triangles (1≤αr≤10, αa =1, αs =1). 

 
4.4 Influence of Reserve Channels and Redials on Traffic Loads 
    Suppose that 95% of customers attempt to redial calls that are failed in connections 
and the average retrial time tr may vary from 6 sec for emergency situations such as 
earth quakes or flood to 60 sec at busiest PBH with a limited resource of N+R=33. 
We investigate the handoff blocking probabilities versus tr for the cases of reserve 
channels R=0,1,2 or 3, at the busiest PBH.  In Fig.9, all curves are marked with 
diamonds for R=0, squares for R=1, triangles for R=2 and crosses for R=3, 
respectively. For a given R, Fig.9 shows that ph decreases as tr increases because the 
larger the tr, the lighter the traffic.  When tr is fixed, ph decreases when R increases as 
expected. Recall that the purpose of the reserve channels R is to ease off the traffic 
jam for the hand-off calls.    

 
Fig. 9 Blocking probabilities ph versus tr for R=0, 1,2 and 3.  Curves with diamonds 

for R=0, with squares for R=1, with triangles for R=2 and with crosses for 
R=3. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
    In this paper, the influences of customer behaviors on blocking probabilities and 
performance measures in wireless networks were widely investigated by using Monte 
Carlo simulator without using any approximation. Three types of Customer behaviors 
in making a phone call were studied: a new (fresh) call, a hand-off call and a repeated 
attempt (retrial) call. Customer behavior information from network switches is stored 
in a data warehouse, and used as an input vector to an analytical model to calculate 
desired unknowns. We then present this newly obtained data to network operators to 
facilitate further data analyses. In order to assure the data we provided are accurate 
and reliable, the Monte Carlo simulator is implemented to mimic real world situations 
and is used to check against the data obtained from the analytical model. 
    Various scenarios are used to test and compare the consistencies and the 
discrepancies in the predications of the analytical model and the Monte Carlo 
simulator. We demonstrate that predications of the blocking probabilities and the 
performance measures from both models are as accurate as to 1% or less if all 
assumptions were set to be the same and the number of replication is set to be 30 or 
more in our simulator. We realize that in analytical modeling the distribution 
functions of the inter-arrival time are assumed to be negative exponential decays 
without any proofs. Using data from our warehouse, we construct frequency 
histograms for the inter-arrival process and found that the inter-arrival time obeys the 
Erlang distribution functions with a shape factor of 1.3. The blocking probabilities 
and the performance measures are re-calculated with a shape factor of 1.3 in the 
Erlang distribution functions in our simulator. We show that deviations in predictions 
from both models differ significantly and are not negligible.  
    Variations of the predictions from our simulator with a wide range of shape factors 
are examined. Results indicate that shape factors of the Erlang distributions for inter-
arrival time (both inter-service and inter-retrial times) have string (weak) effects on 
the magnitudes of the blocking probabilities and the performance measures. Finally, 
simulator predictions as a function of an average inter-retrial time for various reserve 
channels with a constant of N+R are presented and discussed. In conclusion, we 
recommend that in the analytical model, the distribution functions for the inter-arrival 
process be the Erlang distributions (or may be binominal distributions), instead of the 
negative exponential functions. Consequently, the authors would like to thank 
Professors Johnson Lee and Wang Chien Lee for their constructive suggestions and 
also thank the National Science Council in Taiwan under the contract of NSC 97-
2221-E-155-037 for partly finical support to this work. 
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